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 Assembly started with Tamil
Thai vazhthu and school song.
Speech was delivered followed
by group conversation about
tourist spots of Goa. Finally
energetic dance performance
was given by students which
the entire group
enjoyed.Academic co-
ordinator addressed the
gathering and prize
distribution was
done.Assembly ended with
National anthem.

GOA LIBERATION DAY
3.1.2024



SAN ACADEMY, Pallikkaranai celebrated it's 10th Annual
Project Day on 5th and 6th of January 2024.  It was a
resounding success,showcasing the creativity and ingenuity
of our students.  The tiny tots of KG to class II shared their
journey on the theme ' Toy Pedagogy '.  The venue
underwent a magical transformation into vibrant playrooms
adorned with a diverse collection of toys.  "Knowledge
Quest", a dynamic and engaging project was unfolded for the
students of classes 3-5. This unique initiative allowed the
students to explore deep into the concepts through a series of
activities and demonstrations. The students of 6-8 worked on
an array of interesting topics like Tourism, Mass Media and
Indian Medicine that helped the students to strengthen their
competence to think and analyse critically.  The students of
classes IX &XI worked on the topic 'G20 2023', 'Vasudhaiva
Kudumbakam'. 

PROJECT DAY
5.1.2024 & 6.1.2024





Teachers and students work as one in
making this a very memorable event,
undertaking project work on different
topics by grade 6,7 and 8 like Tourism,
mass media and Indian medicine
respectively to help the students to
strengthen their competence to think
and analyze critically.

All children have special talents that
need to be noticed and nurtured in them
to do well in their lives. We discovered
the latest talents of students by
organizing various talent exhibition by
encouraging them to participate in those
.

Construction of projects and its
explanation helps to boost self
confidence and self – esteem. This helps
them to improve their neuromuscular
skills.
   Dr.Archana prasad,Principal of Mop
vaishanava college  for women honoured
the day as a chief guest and appreciated
the students , followed by other branch
principals and teachers. 
  The event was a grand success .





"Welcome to the world of playful learning! We are excited
to share our journey during the project day themed
around Toy Pedagogy for students in Grades 1 and 2. We
firmly believe that learning should be a joyful adventure
rather than a chore, and what better way to embark on
that journey than through the enchanting world of toys?

Our classrooms underwent a magical transformation into
vibrant playrooms adorned with a diverse collection of
toys. From classic building blocks and puzzles to DIY
creations and traditional folk toys, each student had the
opportunity to explore, imagine, and learn in their own
unique way.

The adventure of learning took flight through various
activities, including Numberland with Counting Beads,
Alphabet Adventures with Play Dough, Storytelling with
Puppets, and Science Fun with Building Blocks.

This Project Day offers just a glimpse into the world of
learning unlocked through Toy Pedagogy. We firmly
believe that play is not merely a childhood pastime but a
potent tool for nurturing well-rounded and confident
individuals.

Our dedicated teachers facilitated open-ended play,
encouraging collaboration, problem-solving, and
storytelling. Throughout the day, we witnessed teamwork
flourishing as students built castles together, vocabulary
expanding as they narrated puppet shows, and critical
thinking skills sharpening as they experimented with
balance and gravity. It's not just a project day; it's a
celebration of the endless possibilities that arise when
education and play come together in harmony."





SPECIAL ASSEMBLY  
PRAVASI BHARATHIYA DIWAS
9.1.2024
Pravasi Bharatiya Divas
 Assembly started with tamil thai
vazhthu and school song.Students
delivered a speech on the theme "
Diaspora - Reliable partners for India's
progress on Amirt kaal. Student dressed
up as Mahatma Gandhi to deliver a
speech  on the topic " Top 10
achievements of Indian Origin
individuals in their respective
fields.Students performed and enacted
an interactive interview session dressed
up like Prime Minister of India. 
The assembly ended with star of month
certificate issued by Principal mam and
followed by National Anthem.



EARTH ROTATION DAY
10.1.2024
It’s true that the Earth rotates everyday. But not everyday is Earth rotation day, so
it is important to celebrate this event. Recognition of this day is a great way to
incorporate a lesson on gravity. Earth’s Rotation Day is observed on January 8.
This day marks the discovery that our planet rotates on its axis every 24 hours.
The occasion was celebrated in the premises of San Academy, Pallikaranai on
10th January 2024in the Assembly. The celebration started with Thamizhthai
Vazhthu, followed by school song. Then a speech was given on the significance of
Earth Rotation followed by sharing of facts about the theme to observe Earth's
Rotation Day in 2024 is 'Honoring the Discovery of Our Planet's Movement'.
A quiz was conducted to enhance the awareness of the students about the
Rotation and Revolution of Earth. The answers were fast and prompt. The
Assembly presentation was concluded with National Anthem. The program
culminated a knowledge about Rotation of Earth and significance of its causes. 



CLUB ACTIVITY
10.1.2024

The club activity for class 1 paved way to
teach the little scientist minds about the
volume of water. The activity made clear that
the volume of a container cannot be
determined by its height. Class 2 students
learnt to draw kidney, ureter, renal artery, 
veins and bladder in their club activity.



Students had an interesting activity lined up for
this month's club session. In the captivating
process of water suction through capillary
action, the white flower's petals underwent  a
mesmerizing transformation.
As students observed this enchanting water
suction through capillary action, they not only
witnessed the captivating colour change in the
white flower's petals but also delved into the
intricacies of nature's efficient water
transportation system. The experience was both
educational and enjoyable, fostering a deeper
appreciation for the wonders of botanical
processes.



The students brought the required materials right from baking
soda to vinegar. 
Every team , each consisting of 4 to 5 members rightly handled
the substances needed to make a volcano. 
The right amount of usage of the materials were guided by the
teachers . The learning outcomes encompasses the team work,
critical thinking and knowledge gain and cognition transfer
about chemical reaction and carbonation.
 Club Activity at SAN schools enhance learning through
interaction and discussion. Every activity carried out will
encourage students to cultivate a different perception of life.
Students get an opportunity to showcase and groom their
talents.



San Academy Pallikaranai conducted club
activity for grade 9 on 10/01/24.
The topic is Floating Rice"
Club activities are conducted to balance
academic and extracurricular activities
perfectly.
Students participated enthusiastically and
they learnt how Friction works.



The fervour of Pongal festival was
celebrated with Josh and Vigour at San
Academy Pallikaranai! For a day , the school
took the village ambience and transported
all our Sanites to the Village atmosphere.
Sanites brought in the festivity, with an array
of talent shows. Starting from speech on
Pongal , kummi dance, karagattam , Oyil
attam, Silambam and nattupura padal etc.,
Then students did a kummi around the
overflowing Pongal pot. The students were
ecstatic when they were taken for a Bullock
cart ride. Children also witnessed and
participated in the 'Uri adi ' , were the high
raised pot should be broken blind folded.
Students tasted the  yummy "chakkarai
Pongal" and  loved the  experience! All said
and done the festivity brought in the true
spirit of celebration, of honouring our
farmers for their day and night toil on the
fields. Happy Pongal wishes to one and all .
May this Pongal bring in the joy of giving
and sharing!

PONGAL CELEBRATION
12.1.2024







San Academy Pallikaranai arranged a health
checkup for all the students from Nursery to
class 12. Ms. Susai Mary Clara, the Wellness
staff organized this event for three days. In this
event, eight doctors from the department of
ENT, a Dental, general Physician and three
nurses from Apollo Hospital, and four
ophthalmology technicians from Agarwal
Eye Hospital participated and rendered their
service. They completed common health
checkups such as height, weight, BMI, and
general eye and dental checkups. In this camp,
in 2008 students got benefitted and children
who with vision problems and other issues
were given prescriptions that were pinned up
with their handbooks.
Entries have been made in the students health
cards for their future references.
San Academy, Pallikaranai always focuses on
Student’s welfare towards healthy living and
learning.

HEALTH CHECK UP
12.1.2024





FUNDAMENTAL
RIGHTS 
18.1.2024
 Fundamental rights are the basic
human rights enshrined in the
Constitution of India which are
guaranteed to all citizens. They
are applied without
discrimination on the basis of
race, religion, gender, etc. 
The Class 3C assembly started
with Thamizh Thai vazhthu
followed by School song, and
Speech about Fundamental rights
, and about social issues in India
with charts.
A dance performed by our little
sanites on the topic of WE ARE
INDIANS , they delivers a strong
message that how Constitution of
law keep ourselves secure and safe
in our democratic country. We are
diversed same time united and we
stand for each other.
Wishing our birthday buddies
with birthday song. Students
actively participated and
exhibited their talents. The
assembly ended with prize
distribution for a student for their
achievements in different fields
and National anthem.





FEATHERED FRIENDS DAY
22.1.2024
"Feathered Friends Day" is Celebrated  to
educate the children about the importance
of birds and their  crucial part  played in a
healthy ecosystem and how they help in
pollination process. This also help the kids to
understand the various species of birds, their
habitats, and sounds of birds.Kids enjoyed
this day with fun filled activities,enacting the
thirsty crow  story , dancing for the birds
songs.



Today's Assembly was performed by the students of
class 8E on the topic 'CELEBRATION OF LIFE'
The Assembly started with Tamil Thai Vazhthu
followed by school Song. A student presented a
speech on importance of celebrating mile stones of
life  Quotes of the day were read with very
interesting facts
News bulletin was as follows:

International news
National news
Sports news
Dance performance of students were
fantabulous.

The Assembly was indeed very interesting. The
session was concluded by singing the National
Anthem

 CELEBRATION OF LIFE DAY
22.1.2024



PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
22.1.2024
Topic:Social Etiquette and How to take up responsibilities 
Resource person: Aiswarya Ravichandran

Personality development involves all of the factors that influence
how students personalities form and change over time. This can
include genetic background and the environment. Our students
learned about Responsibilities , Society behaviour, Sharing,
loving, helping  others by interesting stories. And also students
learned about phone etiquettes by role play. Totally, the session
was informative to them.



PARAKRAM DIWAS DAY
23.1.2024

The assembly started with Tamil thai
Vaazhthu and school song. A student of
class1 A  delivered a speech on the  topic
"Why do we celebrate prakaram diwas" .
Student of class1A dressed up as Netaji
Subhash Chandra Bose and share few
points about Nethaji. They also  
performed a dance  on Indian army theme
and the assembly ended with National
anthem.



FOLIAGE FROLIC DAY
23.1.2024
A season is a division of the year based on changes in
weather, ecology, and the number of daylight hours in a
given region. The seasons are marked by changes in the
intensity of sunlight that reaches the Earth's surface,
variations of which may cause animals to undergo
hibernation or to migrate, and plants to be dormant. 
Foliage Frolic day the special day celebrated by Jr.kg kids
on 23.1.24 on basis of the theme Nature's spell. Kids
represented speak about the various seasons, displayed
the games played in summer seasons like kite
flying,catapult, top etc, rhymes recitation of kids with
seasons and group photo of takehome with taken at end
of the event



INTRA COMPETITION
24.1.2024
In a vibrant display of learning and fun, our young explorers
from Classes 1 and 2  participated in an insightful intra-
competition, themed around Save Water  and the Excretory
System. Class I students performed an engaging skit on the
importance of saving water. Dressed in colorful costumes, the
students transformed into playful raindrops, thirsty plants, and
even a grumpy faucet to dramatize the consequences of water
scarcity. Their lively performance, packed with catchy rhymes
and simple but impactful messages, resonated with everyone
present. Class II students embarked on a fascinating exploration
of the human body's excretory system. With their tiny hands
and boundless creativity, they sculpted clay models of kidneys,
meticulously adding details like the ureters and bladder. It was a
vibrant learning experience that blended creativity, knowledge,
and environmental awareness.



Last week, during our club session students
explored capillary action through hands-on
activities. This week, the excitement continued
with a quiz, turning our last experiment into a
learning challenge. Teams enthusiastically
applied their newfound knowledge, making the
quiz day both educational and enjoyable.



On Tuesday (11/01/24)  Intra School competition was conducted
for class IX on the topic 'Friction is a necessary evil' in their
respective classes. The aim of organizing a debate competition is to
hone the public speaking skills of the students and teach them to
be articulate while expressing their thoughts and opinions. Debate
competitions provide an excellent platform for students to
develop their critical thinking, public speaking, and analytical
skills. It not only helps to boost their confidence but also provides
them with an opportunity to express their opinions and ideas in a
structured and organized manner. Such competitions are a
testament to the importance of extracurricular activities in a
student’s overall growth and development. The participants were
evaluated based on their presentation, vocabulary,clarity of words
and confidence. Winners were selected based on well-constructed
arguments, supported by relevant evidence, and delivered with
conviction. Students participated enthusiastically and delivered
their arguments with confidence.



Competitions play a role in motivating students to perform, excel, gain
substantial experience, showcase skills, analyze and evaluate outcomes and
uncover personal aptitude. Keeping this in mind, the students of class 8,San
Academy Pallikaranai participated in an Intra competition on wednesday,
24th of January 2024 on the topic Poster making on any one of the following
topics :
(a)Scientific concept on the volcano
(b)A cross section of the volcano
(c)Volcano rock cycle.
In this, children learnt about how ingredients are combined to create
chemical reactions and are introduced to the features of volcanic rocks. Also
the posters demonstrated the classic chemical reaction between an acid
(namely acetic acid present in the vinegar) and a carbonate (namely sodium
hydrogen carbonate present in the baking soda).
All the students performed with great zeal and created colourful and
knowledge oriented posters related to the topic. The competition was an
enriching experience for all the participants.



NATIONAL VOTERS DAY
24.1.2024

The special assembly conducted by class III D started with
Thamizh Thai Vazhthu which was followed by the school
song. This special assembly had its theme as national voters
day. A speech on the rights and responsibilities of the voter
showed the importance and the power that “right to vote”
bestows on its citizens.
A beautiful dance by our little sanites on the topic of RIGHT
TO VOTE, delivered a strong message on the importance of
vote in a democratic country. The assembly ended with the
Speech by the Head Mistress wishing the students on the
upcoming Republic day.



Republic Day is a day of national pride and celebration, and a
time for all Indians to come together to remember the values
of the constitution and the sacrifices made to achieve
independence
 To mark the importance of The day special celebration was
organised in SAN ACADEMY PALLIKARANAI on 26 th
January 2024 which included hoisting of the flag by Ms.
Hemalatha Sooryanarayanan, Principal SAN ACADEMY
PALLIKARANAI followed by  march past, and cultural
programmes which included patriotic songs, dances and
speeches.
Republic Day has been celebrated every year in India on
January 26, since 1950 to honour the date on which the
Constitution of India came into effect. 
Republic Day was celebrated with great pride and patriotism
at SAN with the tiny tots as they came dressed in tricolour.
The learners were explained about ‘republic’ means that the
citizen of the country holds the Supreme Power to elect
Representative However, the constitution of India came into
effect on the 26th Jan. 1950 and who wrote it. So 26th January
is celebrated as republic day every year which is also a
National festival of India.
The learners were also explained that Republic day of India
spread the message of equality, brotherhood, unity and
integrity.
The day was rejoicing when nursery kids sang rhymes and
dressed themselves as national leaders. 
Jr kg kids spoke about the importance of the celebration and
where continued the spirit of love of their country and be
proud to be an Indian by dressing the renowned leaders of the
country and the day  ended with the National anthem.

REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION
24.1.2024 & 26.1.2024





NEWSPAPER DAY
29.1.2024

Today's Assembly was performed by the students of class 7A on the topic
'Indian newspaper day'

The Assembly started with Tamil Thai Vazhthu followed by school Song.

 students presented  speech on importance of reading newspaper and it's
history. 

Thought of the day was read with motivational facts. 
International news, 
National news and 
Sports news were read. 

Students performed a skit on the topic newspaper and censorships which was
mindful. 
The Assembly was indeed very interesting. The session was concluded by
singing the National Anthem.



Class 2A brought an air of vibrancy and knowledge  today
as they hosted the assembly On 30.1.2024 celebrating
Indian Newspaper Day. Two insightful speeches took
center stage, captivating the audience  One student
delivered a heartfelt "Elocution on Mahatma Gandhi's
assassination," reminding everyone of the sacrifices made
for our freedom and the importance of non-violence. The
other addressed the question, "Martyrs Day is celebrated
on whose remembrance and why."
Class 2A's spirited performance of a patriotic song filled
the air with pride and resonated with every generation
present.The most unique element of the assembly was the
students' transformation into living, breathing newspapers!
Adorned in colorful sections representing Sports, Politics,
Entertainment, Business, and more, they showcased the
diversity and richness of information found within these
crucial pillars of communication .As the assembly drew to
a close, it ended with the National Anthem .

INDIAN NEWSPAPER DAY
30.1.2024



SEASONAL ACTIVITY
30.1.2024

A season is a period of the year that is distinguished by
special climate conditions. The four seasons - spring,
summer, monsoon, and winter—follow one another
regularly. Each has its own light, temperature, and
weather patterns that repeat yearly. 
To glorify the significance of each season, our students of
Sr.kg, celebrated the Seasonal Festivity day. 
Children were delighted to dressup in the Seasonal attires
of summer, winter, monsoon and spring and joyfully
presented their Seasonal foods. 
Our teachers enunciated the enormous influence of
seasons on vegetation and plant growth.
The kids were captivated by the show and they gained a
profound understanding of each season and its
significance.



ENGLISH EVERYWHERE
31.1.2024

English Everywhere" – a program designed to
immerse you in the beauty of the English
language. The aim is not just to teach grammar
and vocabulary but to cultivate a deep
understanding of the nuances that make English
a powerful tool for effective communication.The
intricacies of Phraseology were unravelled with a
touch of humor and enthusiasm, captivating the
attention of our eager learners. This innovative
approach to teaching left an indelible mark,
transforming our students into confident and
articulate communicators.



SHOW AND TELL
31.1.2024
This event for kindergarten is held to develop the communication skills, to increase
the confident level and public speaking for the children It helps to lay the foundation
for positive social interaction. It deepens their understanding of a subject and also
provides opportunities to develop important life skill.

Nursery
Wings  Wisdom
All about flying creatures and vehicles in the sky.
Kids performed the topics (birds live icy region, water birds, migrated birds, mammal
bird, etc.,),objects and insects fly in the sky. They showcased the objects, charts, pls
cars and even dressed up too. It took place in front area .They learn many new facts
about the topics from each other sharing.

Jr. Kg.
Nature's spill
Nature is the ultimate source of our living. Both living and non-living things include
nature, and everyone is interdependent, which helps maintain the ecosystem. Here
comes the season too.
The show and tell was done in the front area.
Children shared various information about the seasons (summer, autumn, spring,
rainy,winter).forest, desert, plain, mountain and earth. Kids explored different land
forms and the beauty of nature. They presented with charts,  props.,models, dress up
etc.

Sr. Kg.
Weather Walk
A season is the period of the year that distinguished by special climate conditions -
spring, summer, fall, winter follow one another regularly. Each has its own light,
temperature and weather patterns that repeat yearly.
Children performed on alloted topics like different seasons, precaution to be taken in
various season, harvest festival celebrated, and clothing etc.
Children presented themselves neatly and good with charts, posters, objects,and even
dressup too. They enjoyed the weather walk.



Our Students of San Academy pallikaranai exhibited their martial arts powers at
the 2nd state level open karate championship-2024 Republic day cup held at
Montfort Indoor Stadium Santhome Hr.Sec. School, Mylapore.                                      
The winners are  KARAH VEDASSRI KM CLASS V A  (II Prize)
PRANAVI S                 CLASS V B  (I Prize)
DHEEP SHRAVAN          CLASS V C  (III Prize)
VARSHINISRI B          CLASS V A  (I Prize)
RIVAN  C                          CLASS V B  (II Prize)
DHAKSHA KANMANI S CLASS V B  (III Prize)
SAIARJUN ALAMANDA CLASS V C  (II Prize)
SANJAY KRISHNA G CLASS V B   (III Prize)
RITHVIK  R                 CLASS V C   (I Prize)
ISHAN.M                         CLASS IV A   (III Prize)
SEDTHAARTH S         CLASS IV D   (I Prize)
ROSHAN.A                 CLASS IV D    (II Prize)
ISHAAN SHANKAR         CLASS VIII B   (I Prize)
ASHMITA  B.                 CLASS VIII  B  (III Prize)
ROSHANA.B                 CLASS VII E     (III Prize)
RUTHVA.S                 CLASS IV B    (III Prize) 
AMEYA KALATHIL         CLASS IV B   (III Prize)
MAXWELL JONES J         CLASS IV B   (I Prize)
LAKSHAN M.D.    CLASS IV B         (II Prize)
PRAJIN  P.            CLASS VIII B    (Consolation prize)
SIVA SRI SABAREESH  CLASS VIII B    (II Prize)
SRINIGAA  K.             CLASS VII C     (II Prize)
SUNAYANA  P. NAVANEETHAN CLASS VII E  (I Prize)
ANANYAA.V        CLASS VII F  (II Prize)
RISHITHA VALLERU CLASS VII C  (I Prize)
NAYAA LAKSHMI NARAYANAN CLASS VII C  (II Prize)
SAIBAH AMEEN CLASS VII C  (II Prize)
JEEVAN RAMACHANDRAN CLASS IV C  (III Prize)
PRASHANT ZAGABATINI CLASS IV C  (I Prize)
LOHITH THOTA CLASS IV C  (II Prize)
SRAVEN KRISHNA  R. S. CLASS IV C  (II Prize)
SETHUSWARUP  S. CLASS IV B  (I Prize)
SHREYA  S. CLASS VII E      (I Prize)
NETHRA.S CLASS VI B       (I Prize)
NITHILA  Y. CLASS VII F       (II Prize)
AKSHITA  V. CLASS VI  D      (I Prize)
APARNAMBIKHA  V CLASS VII D  (II Prize)
HARSHIKA A CLASS IV A  (II Prize)

AWARDS AND ACHIEVEMENTS



PR Harshita of class VI D
has participated in a mass
world record titled
kalaignar 100 and
performed tamil cultural
dance varieties at Rishs
International School
Mangadu

Aravindh of class 10B won
the first place and Saicharan
of class 3 c won the 3rd
place in the CASAGRAND
Chess tournament.



Ashok kumar Jain J of San
academy, Pallikaranai has been
appointed as the Assistant District
commissioner of Bharat scouts
and Guides and received the
certificate for his excellence
during the Induction ceremony on
the Republic day, 2024. 



Laksan MD and Maxwell
Jones of Class 4D,
secured the third prize at
the recent Inter-School
Group Dance
Competition held at
Grand Mall, Velachery.

Adwitha.A of class II-
A has won 1st prize  &
D.  Akshay kannan of

class VI C  has
received third prize in
State level Silambam
championship 2024

The program was
organized by EEGAI
LENIN SILAMBAM

ACADEMY

Pranav (9A) got Rs 1000/- cash
prize in the 1400 - 1600 rating
category FIDE rapid chess
tournament held at Chennai
Mathematical Institute



ACCOLADES




